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Abstract
In order to live, humans make buildings in nature and live in there. This fact has not changed
since the birth of mankind. It means to live in a certain space, because a medium of building
is necessary for man to survive safely in nature. Based on these mediators mankind has been
living. In addition, villages and cities were created and continued to grow in size. As a result,
the building, which is the mediator, has been different in shape and size.
In an expanding city, are city and nature now balanced? How do we balance it? How can we
control these forces to create a balance?
Through this study, we try to find the balance between nature and architecture, and furthermore, the balance between nature and us. I also want to find out about architecture that is
more beneficial to nature and humankind by shaping and spatializing the result.
<Painting : The force of designer vs the force of universe>

PROBE _ BALANCE

BALANCE
Every substance in this world, universe, has its own force.
A typical example is gravity. The earth and human are
pulling each other. Also, this force is not biased toward one
side. If there is an action, the reaction is necessary.
What is the balance between nature? How do we find the
balance? My first probe started with these questions.

I tried to find the balance of force by connecting the 2D plane in the repetitive 3D geometry.
The plane of the rectangle is transformed into a completely different form in this process.
Through this process, I have seen the possibility that the construction of the mediator can
make a balance in nature through the transformation of the form.

EXPERIMENT I _ MAGNETIC FORCES

The first experiment was implemented through testing
magnets’ forces. Magnets have magnetic forces which
flows from the South magnetic pole to the North magnetic
pole. The purpose of this experiment was to visualize the
magnetic force and to see changes in spaces within the
flow of different directions. Also, it seeks to examine the
interactions created by existing forces and their impacts to
spaces.

<INTUITIVEVE DRAWING>

If spaces that we are living are being affected by forces, how much
spaces can be flexible and how can it be changed? The most basic
way of composing spaces is building four walls. In other words,
walls are the boundaries that divide spaces from outside to inside.

<INTERACTION DRAWING>

My first drawing was a study to find a balance from these boundaries. I wanted
to explore the possibility of flexible, interactive, and transfiguring boundaries.

<INTERACTIVE BORDER DRAWING>

EXPERIMENT II _ FLOW OF FORCES

The second experiment is about controlling forces.

Two-way force that is required for balance and control of force. If there
is force only in one direction, it will not stop and will move infinitely.
But this force is invisible. An attempt to make these invisible things
visible and controllable in the form of fields was the goal.

To confirm it, I experimented and made device. The magnet was
used. Both the top and bottom are connected by electromagnets. I
consider these two sides are our universe, the plate in the middle as
a ground and the earth we live in is powered by both underground
and sky.

<MODEL OF MAGNETIC FIELD>

<FIELD OF NATURE>
How to translate nature. In order to find the balance and
to control it,it is essential to transform our universe into
controllable and recognizable one. The earth we live in is never
flat. It consists of numerous bends.

When a flat grid is overlaid on these areas, the grid is widened,
narrowed, and wrinkled by these bends and elevations. In this process,
the intensity of the elevation and the flow of the terrain can be graspe.

<TRANSFORM>
A two-dimensional flat plane can be transformed to
three-dimensional when a certain force is applied. This
plane can be only changed by only one directional force.
But if I create a flow of force in planes, it will be changed
in two directions by acting to these force. It shows us
that when we can control the force, it will give us more
possibilities in changing physical forms of spaces.

<MAKING A SURFACE>

<HOLLOW SPACE>

<FALLING>

<UP-RISING>

The Diagram contains the process so far. We translate nature and think of the
transformed natural center as a central point and apply the field. These forces also
work in the opposite direction, and the fields of force that is intersecting in between
can create shapes and spaces.

<PATTERN OF FORCE FLOW>
A pattern was created by repeatedly placing the center
of a field. The center of this geometry is the center of
the force. The universe consists of repetitions of this
pattern.

These geometries create patterns through horizontal
expansion, but they allow vertical expansion as well.

EXPERIMENT III _ TWO COLLIDING FORCES

<DRAWING MACHINE>
The third experiment was to see how two colliding forces bring a flow in
spaces. I created a drawing machine to see the relationship between two
forces that change dynamically and continuously. The drawing machine
consists of two motors and electronic magnets which speak of a rotating
force and a pulling force, respectively.

When magnetic forces are not working, the
drawing machine continues to draw softly
and freely, changes regularly, and fills the
space. However, when the magnets at the
bottom of the machine is on, the drawing
starts to converge into those areas where the
magnetism acts strongly. In short, drawing
begins to change by itself when the forces
changed in power and directions.

<DRAWING OF MACHINE>

<TURNED ON MAGNETIC>

I think that this can be equally applied to the space where we live. The final drawing
is made through overlapping two drawings from this experiment. The darker area
is the part where magnetism has activated. In the drawing, the circles and lines are
drawn to show scale, directionality, and connectivity of changes. These circles and
lines came from a slice of moment that has been captured while they were constantly
changing.

<OVERLAPING 2 DRAWINGS>
The final drawing is made by overlapping the two drawings from
this experiment and it shows the change at a glance.

STUDY OF FORM

I applied these three experiments into the language of architecture and wanted to make
architecture that can create a more balancing act between nature (environment) and
human beings than current architecture does.

<STUDY OF FORM I>

<STUDY OF FORM II>
These models also attempted to formalize the forces and
their effect to spaces based on diverse experiments.

APPLYING TO A SITE

<FOX POINT BEACH>

Through these three experiments, I would like to apply these forces on architecture
and think about how these invisible forces can affect to architecture for making
better balance among communities.
I chose Fox Point Beach as the site, because the site is the place where both static
and fluid experiments meet. Water is a fluid element that is constantly flowing.
Also, it has buoyancy which is the reacting to gravity. Because of these reasons, I
chose a site where buoyancy and gravity exist and would like to apply my concept
on it.

<APPLIED DRAWING TO THE SITE>

Here is the drawing that I applied to the site. This drawing is considered
the flow of water. And I try to find a conformable and balanced form of
flows. I also wanted to apply the design language in the interior space.
By this way, several buildings made up a form of a single band extending
from the sea.
Further, it was developed to a huge circulating form, and the moving path
considered both the water surface and the underwater path. The underwater channel and the overwater channel may seem unrealistic, but they can
be solved in a variety of ways.

FINAL DRAWING

The program is a multi-display, performance space. Each program is assigned to distributed buildings such as a museum, a library, a concert hall,
or a convention center. These buildings form a single district.

The bottom of sea has also adjusted by changing elevations through application
of the drawing method that I made. It improve the effects to the architectural
spaces to control the buoyancy by changing direction of forces.

<BASIC MODEL>
This donut shaped model is the base form to use a
buoyancy.
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